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Abstract—The Electroencephalogram(EEG) is Scientifically becoming an important tool of measuring brain activity. The EEG data is 

used to diagnose brain diseases and brain abnormalities. EEG helps to suit the increasing demand of brain tumor detection on affordable 

prices with better clinical and healthcare services. This research work presents a technique of efficient brain tumor detection in EEG signals 

using Independent Component Analysis(ICA). EEG signals which actually are carrying information regarding brain abnormalities are also 

contaminated by the artefacts both from subjects and equipment interferences. Artefacts are removed using adaptive filtering 

techniques(ICA). The signal features are extracted by ICA which are buried in  wide noise band. This clean artefact free EEG signal is then 

used as a train input for Maximum Likelihood Detector.  The trained input is then fed with test EEG signals. This way the presence of brain 

tumor in EEG signal is effectively detected. The results obtained experimentally demonstrate the efficiency of the technique in removing 

artefacts from EEG signals for efficient of brain tumor detection. 
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1. Introduction 

The information regarding the cerebral cortex nerve cells of brain 

produce electrical activity. Electroencephalogram (EEG) collect 

these electrical signal information via electrodes. The clinical 

assessment of brain activities is being carried out by analyzing 

recorded EEG signals. The ocular artifacts have been corrected by 

applying the methods but the study shows that even after 

application of correction methods there still remains noisy activity 

in the form of eye blink artifact in real EEG data. After the 

maximum blink excursion the occipital topography peaks at about 

255 ms. This is the replica of the Berg’s findings [9]. Since the 

residual remains after the application of either correction so it 

cannot be explained just by any overcorrection method. Moreover 

simulated data also does not give any information about that. Also 

different results are obtained with respect to the different 

procedures applied and the position of the electrodes on the scalp 

of the patients. This gives different mutual information of the 

residual activity, EEG and vertical EOG which occur at the 

maximum eye blink.  These effects are shown in simulated data. 

1.1. Real Data 

The regression approach which has been taken without average 

subtraction of raw EMCP w/s and extended infomax with respect 

to the mean mutual information gives quite similar results. It is 

notable that the EMCP w/s and extended infomax are significantly 

different from each other. The difference is very significant 

statistically. It is in terms of marginal absolute values. Always It is 

considered the result of the different eye blinks of the patient. For 

ICA a source is required to show frequent activation because ICA 

is a statistically based procedure. It is required for extraction of the 

required components reliably. 

We can define the EMCP w/s alternatively that overcorrection of 

frontal and occipital channels lead by EMCP w/s. Alternately we 

can sat that the pure blink activity is filtered by extended infomax. 

There remains other artifacts such as arise from vertical eye 

movements or muscle and reopening of the eye of the patient. 

Since only blinks are unambiguously identifiable this components 

Identification becomes difficult. These are which are responsible 

for ocular artifacts. The mean and the mutual information about 

residual was higher with raw average subtraction EMCPs it was 

for the regression technique. It is observed that it was the highest 

for uncorrected data. A large residual activity is the EMCPs results 

after application for which are actually the averages of eye blink 

and also the maps of topographic previously studied blink 

maximum. It is important to note ICA generate   two components 

for blink activity. The above analysis shows that under some 

circumstances the ICS may give results which are actually lying in 

a higher dimensional decomposition as are usually predicted for 

the EEG components. Because of this characteristics a detailed 

investigations is required. Whatever the correction procedure we 

are using after eye blink maximum. At about 260 ms we analyzed 

in the time window a large positivity. This shows the replication of 

the Berg’s findings [10]. His findings was that residual results 

when the eye was reopen. This way induces a strong charge of 

input for visual and as a result visual evoked ERP is produced. So 

the residual has strong physiological origins. 

We can conclude that if the corrections have been made in EEG by 

any correction algorithm then residual must be taken into account. 

This will be our future research target whether residual can be 

removed using ICA or in what extent residual is going to 

contributes in estimated ERP. In different correlation procedures 

residual activity varied differentially. We obtain same results from 

both Component and Propagation models for ICA. These models 

provides the clean uncontaminated data as in simulation. The data 
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which was corrected is highly correlated with uncontaminated 

clean simulated data. The EMCP w/s clearly follow the findings. 

But it is not strictly followed by EMCPs. The EMCPs, EMCP w/s 

and ICA always follow the correlation residual activity. 

The EMCPs amplitude failed if the patient is constantly blinking 

eyes. This is because the average blink, like uncorrelated, showed 

the similar activity in time-course. When the blink amplitude 

varied then corrections works better for component model. These 

analysis are both for components model and propagation model as 

well. In component model if the amplitude of eye blink did not 

changing fast then the EMCP w/s gives comparatively better 

results for ICA. Results are inferior to ICA when eye blink 

amplitudes are varying blink amplitude. The Conclusion is that for 

blink maximum there are not better results whether we are 

following any method. In this case this shows that potential we 

analysed is physiological affecting results eyes are opened and re-

opened time and again. 

When there is no variations in blinks duration and in amplitude 

then at blink time point the vertical EOG gives a blink signal a 

good estimate. When the duration and the amplitude are varying 

then the estimations will be imprecise approximations and will be 

taken by regression analysis. This is why in the real data ICA and 

EMCP w/s give analogous results. The regression error is small in 

spontaneous blinks because here the duration as well as the 

amplitude does not vary strongly. Here comes the question which 

simulation is good for an appropriate model. In present research 

data shows that component model works better, because for 

simulated and real data that we obtain the analogous correction 

procedure results.  

We can conclude that findings in real data are strongly supported 

by simulations. The ICA technique was equivalently effecting both 

in component as well as propagation model. In both the cases 

corrected data by ICA was resembling in both models with the 

uncontaminated time course clean data. While in EMCP-corrected 

data results were not matching. In both models there was a large 

residual activity. This means blinks constructed by a propagation 

model and realized by a component model were carrying large 

residual activity and residual were varying with the eye blink 

amplitude variations as shown in simulations. 

It is important to note that simulation results are corresponding 

with mutual information. So for evaluation criterion the mutual 

information can be used effectively. The basic advantage is that the 

distribution parameters electrical activity of EEG and EOG are 

independent and hence the technique is best suited for ICA 

implementation.  

1.2. Data Recorded by EEG 

A 57 channel system is used to record EEG data. A Quick Amp 72 

 is used for relative to average reference. The data is of the 

following Channels (AF4, AF8, FPz, FP1, AFz, AF7, AF3, , FCz, 

FT9, FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4, FP2,  Fz, F7, F3, F4, T7, C5, C3, 

C1, F8 FC6, FT1, C2, C4, C6, T8, CPz, CP5, CP3, Pz, P7, P3, P1, 

P2, P4, P8, Oz, PO9, PO7, PO3, PO4, CP1, CP2, CP4, CP6, PO8, 

PO1, , I1, I2, Cz Oz, O1, O2) were positioned following the 10-20-

system (Jasper, 1958).  

We had placed two additional electrodes M2,M1 and four 

electrodes were recording EOG signals SO2 was above right eye 

IO2 positioned below LO1 & LO2 were at outer acanthi. Average 

reference was used for all channel recordings. Frequency 500Hz 

was sampling rate and impedance was less than 10kΩ. 

1.3. EEG Data Analysis 

Here for implementation and pre-processing the correction 

Technique of eye movement Brain Vision Analyzer a software was 

used offline for data analysis. The Math works (MATLAB) and 

EEGLAB were used for ICA and further processing. Raw data 

were band-pass filtered at 0.5–30 Hz after importing the data into 

the Visiona analyser software. For this purpose a phase shift free 

Butterworth filter (12 dB/Octave) is used.  For detection of eye 

blinks threshold algorithm was conducted. At maximum blink 

excursion 800- 1000 ms the data were segmented time-locked. 

After that   a baseline correction was made at −800:−500 ms. 

Lastly, from occasional non blink-related artifacts the continuous 

raw data were cleaned. This was done by visual inspection 

Table 1: Phi/Theta Coordinates M1 (System Full 112%) 

 

. 

The residual activity after the blink maximum is another constraint. 

The components responsible for blink activity subtracted then the 

blink related activity remaining in the EEG signal is called 

artefactual. So the ocular artifact correction in ICA may not be 

focused only on the components responsible for horizontal eye 

movements or eye blinks. The technique ICA uses its power in 

decomposing multivariate data. It is a suitable tool to also remove 

the positivity mentioned. It is an important issue and need to be 

discussed further. When the decomposition is not perfect then 

during ICA conduction activity, the correlated temporal 

component with the blink is removed and we are violating the basic 

ICA assumptions due to data quality. The present results shows a 

pure blink signal is decomposed by ICA. This signal is residual 

independent. Because in the corrected simulated data and 

occurrence of residual does not take place. 
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Figure 1.Theta/Phi-Coordinates M10 (Equidistant 61-Channel-

Arrangement 

The ocular artefacts required further to analyze the corresponding 

components. It also need to make a detailed investigations and the 

dynamics of all different kinds of ocular activities. Different eye 

blinks at different situations for example   refectory spontaneous 

and voluntary eye blinks carry different factors and different neural 

sources.[17].  These different situations may include intention, 

physical irritation, activation, cognitive load, or many other 

pathological reasons. These different factors or situations can be 

disentangled using ICA a powerful tool. It is a diversified tool and 

cannot be considered as a simple correction technique. Because the 

components responsible for natural artifacts and for components 

are independent from each other. If we just focus on the functional 

significance of derived components then the correction of the EEG 

signal will be obsolete. Finally, we conclude that ICA can remove 

eye blink artefects significantly. But there need a several possible 

algorithms for ICA technique to be operated upon for conduction. 

A systematic testing is required of these algorithms. We have also 

seen that there are many other powerful correction tools besides 

EMCP. There also exists component and regression based 

techniques. To evaluate a gain of new ICA correction procedures 

there require a systematic re-evaluation. 

2. Proposed Systems 

The EEG data obtained from the scalp of the patient is actually 

mixture of different levels of electrical potentials. Many 

temporally independent cerebral and artifactual bioelectrical 

processes generate these different electrical potentials. The sum of 

electrical potentials obtained from different sources is linear to all 

electrodes. Considering this we can write down the ICA model as 

follow  
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3. Results 

The results show that there an analogous impact on the mutual 

information of vertical EEG and EOG analogous impact with 

extended EMCP w/s. The Residual activity and infomax channels 

as well as the residual activity that remains maximum. For 

optimum the EMCP dependence is on the variance of blink 

activity. While ICA shows its independent data structure in such 

situations. Its important feature is that removal of blink artefacts is 

not the only characteristic. It analyze the EEG data and remove 

artefacts generally. Moreover, the ICA performance independent 

of the model which is considered the propagation or generation of 

EEG eye blink signal. The most important result is the late blink 

observance even after the correction technique applied. 

This may not be taken as a as a general conclusion against  

 
 

Figure 2. Propagation Model with randomly varying Blink Amplitude   
discussed regression based approaches.  

The study is Fig.2 limited to eye blinks. With respect to horizontal 

and vertical eye movements more investigations are required. 

Several regression methods analysed earlier gives good  
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Figure 3.  The Blink time averages of corrected EEG data 

 

Figure 4. ICA Component Model Sgowing uncontaminated data 

Figure 3 and 4 Results [13] shows the procedural results. Rather 

evaluating the impact of the EOG on the EEG after correction with 

two commonly used Techniques 

For optimum the EMCP dependence is on the variance of blink 

activity. While ICA shows its independent data structure in such 

situations. Its important feature is that removal of blink artefacts is 

not the only characteristic. It analyse the EEG data and remove 

artefacts generally. Moreover, the ICA performance independent 

of the model which is considered the propagation or generation of 

EEG eye blink signal. 

From results it is clear that there are different Differential impacts 

of different testing techniques on the real and the simulated data. 

Fcomponent Model for eye blinks the results are almost same as 

they are obtained from the real dataThe data corrected by EMCPs 

gives largest residual activity at maximum blink. But the ICA-

corrected data and EMCP w/s data perfectly resemble the clean 

time course uncontaminated data. Figure 4 shows the locked 

averages at blink-time for the clean and uncontaminated data.  
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